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Vancouver Island Blacksmiths

Dedicated to the revival of the “King of Crafts”

COMING EVENTS

Production Day
Sunday June 27
Your participation is again needed to bolster our sales supplies for the upcoming
fair season. Have a look at the fair schedule in the “Coming Events” box to the
right. In order to have enough stock to get
us through the season we need much more
than we presently have on hand. Willy
Tobler has again volunteered to obtain
the needed steel, so call Willy if you want
something special or a special size of
stock.

June 27 2010………....Production Day and Meeting
July 25 2010…………..Meeting at Luxton
August 14, 15 2010…....Coombs fair
August 20, 21 22 ……...Van Isle Exhibition Nanaimo
August 28 2010……….. Cobble Hill fair
Sept 4,5 6 ………….…...Saanich fair
Sepyt17,18,19 ………….Luxton Fall fair
Oct 30, 31 2010………...Dan Orton mask demo
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President’s Report

Secretary’s Report

By: Ray Orchard

By: Charlie Low

Viba May 30 ‘10

Willing worker Willy is at it
again...organizing another production day for the last Sunday of this
month. Seems we need more saleable items to see us through the busy
period of demonstrations ahead.
Let’s have another great turn out for
the event. Unfortunately I won’t be
there. It means no burgers unless
someone else steps in. It’s not a big
job. As an alternative, perhaps pizza
could be ordered for lunch.

Show and Tell: Dave has been a busy boy- at the
NWBA meet, he saw angle iron being twisted,
and took the idea and ran with it. He had a set of
hooks on twisted, flattened angle, as well as a
picture with the frame the same, riveted at the
corners, He also had a lesson on the fly press,
made a kneeling figure and now needs his own
fly press. He messed up his wrist a while back
and can’t hammer with any ease, but he can press,
and points out 3 advantages: It will do his hammering, it is quiet, and it is astonishingly precise.
He was in Calgary, and found himself in an upscale kitchenware store, and saw a coffee spoon,
hand-made, with a highly polished bowl. Another
idea to run with: the result was a barbecue fork,
with a loop to hang it, several twists in the stem,
and highly polished tines. He made a gadget to
stabilize a vise, a rod with a lot of pieces of shim
stock, up to 1/16 thick, so that the right thickness
can be selected to balance anything. He also made
a chisel that I am going to have to duplicate. It is
a length of high carbon steel, originally about 1820 inches long. At the working end, the material
was tapered, bent up, then down, so the point
projects about an inch below the handle, and the
seam was welded shut. With this, if the handle is
horizontal and perpendicular to the work, the
chisel edge is perpendicular and square to the
work. Finally, he made a blacksmith’s helper.
This is a gadget that sits on an anvil, holds a bottom tool in place, and has a top tool that slides up
and down in the groove. Up to this point, everything is simple and obvious. However, he added a
hold-down that fits into the helper, extends down
through the hardy hole, is locked in place with an
interesting wedge, wide in the middle, narrow
then widening towards both ends, so that there is
a three-point contact on the anvil. The various
tools he made to fit in the helper were also interesting. The bottom tools were a simple block of
mild steel, about an inch by an inch by about 3/8,
with a bit of spring steel welded on top, annealed,
and shaped on a milling machine. The top tools

Skip and I went off the day after last
meeting to pick up the smithing supplies offered to the group. We delivered the lot to the forge. In addition
to the anvil, drill, blower and tongs
we got the big round forge, miscellaneous anvil tools, stacks of saw
blades and the tong racks off the
wall. The racks are a couple of
Submissions & Contributions lengths of angle iron with notches
cut in one side to hold the tongs.
Submissions to “Forge” can be Works well.
made at any monthly meeting
or by snail mail to:

VIBA - The Editor
1040 Marwood Avenue
Victoria, BC Canada
V9C 3C4
OR
Email: dgillett@shaw.ca

At the time of this writing I had not
heard back from Scott Melville concerning the proposed auction. He’s a
Victoria fireman and they work
some strange schedules.
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were similar, though a bit longer, and with spring on
both top and bottom, again annealed and worked to
shape on the milling machine. The pieces of hard steel
were welded on with 7018 rod.
Charlie L brought in box jaw tongs, with the
lips of the box extending the whole length of the
lower jaw. Each side was made from one link of the
chain that has been lying outside the shop for some
time, and they make a really massive pair of tongs.
Dennis brought in 2 lock back folding
knives, with the blades in the Turkish pattern, made
from 1084 and L6. The blades were short and really
solid, and the knives were assembled with screws,
rather than pins so they can be taken apart and fixed
where necessary. The handles were bocote and cocobolo,
Norm brought in a couple of whimsies. The first was a
V with eyes and a mustache, the second was a cartoon
of Groucho Marx, with eyebrows, eyes, nose mustache, and a mouth that was saying “Oh”. The first
was assembled by riveting, the second was welded.
Visitors: Kevin, and his dad, Trevor.
The minutes were approved as published.
Business arising: Scott Melville, an old member, is
shutting down his shop and planning to auction his
gear, and would like us to join in and add anything we
can spare to the auction. The plan is to have it at Luxton, and we will need to publicize it once a date is
chosen. Scott is an auctioneer, and so could look after
that end of things. The general opinion was that fall
would probably be as soon as we could get organized
for it.
Dan and Joe talked to a lady at the rodeo,
who is starting a pamphlet called “Where”, who
would be interested in publicizing things for us.
Discussed under new business, but logically
treated here President Ray and Skip talked to a person
up on the peninsula who has inherited a bunch of
blacksmith stuff, like an anvil, post drill, blower,
about 30 pairs of tongs and possibly other things, and
would like to sell them to us for $250.00. It was
agreed that we were interested.
Treasurers report: We are nicely solvent.
Library report: Things are pretty quiet just now, but
we still have a couple of books for sale.
Rodeo report: Willy told us that there were lots of
people out, we sold about $150.00 worth of
“Blacksmith art”, and should have another production
day at the next (June) meeting

Gate report: Marty can get us materials at cost, and
has welders etc and space to work on it. The design
still needs a bit of tweaking. Norm mentioned it
could be built at his place too.
New Business: Dan mentioned that the shop door is a
bit rickety- the wind has been beating it up a bit.
Keith and Willy have fixed it up a bit, but if someone
wanted to make a grill to improve security, no one
would complain. Dan would also like to put in a
locker for his stuff. There was a bit of discussion but
no objections. He offered to build another rack for
hammers, as we are presently overstocked with hammers, and understocked with places to put them.
There was a discussion of membership cost,
newsletter costs, and the efficiency of delivery via
the internet. As we are currently nicely solvent, no
changes are contemplated, because, after all, our goal
is not to be a profit making organization, but an organization that promotes blacksmithing as a way of
life.
It was suggested that arrangements be made
to have the library open whenever the club is open.
We did not go any further with this, but it does bear
some consideration.
Norm mentioned that Bonnie told him that
the next fair is the 100th anniversary. She was suggesting that we consider our having a larger presence. Improved signage was suggested, and any other
suggestions would be appreciated.
We discussed Dan’s demonstration. It is
planned for a full weekend, there will be an admission fee, and Dan and Dennis will collaborate on
finding a weekend that is free of conflicts, and hopefully, have a date in mind by the time this goes to
press.
With that, we adjourned, having run half an
hour long, and got back to having fun.

For Sale
Double hearth side blast forge, complete
with tue-irons and bosch (water cool tanks)
and blower.
$1200.
16" Steptoe Shaper. 1ph motor, all in good
condition, comes with basic tooling.
$750
jake@jakejames.ca
(250) 642 6984
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Show and Tell

Photos by D Gillett

Dave’s twisted angle iron coat rack and
original art frame...the drawing is his as well

Dave’s smithin’ magician with tooling,
made on his milling machine

Dave’s vice spacers

Folded, welded long
handle chisel

Dave’s human form sculp4 ture made with a fly press

Dave’s highly polished
twist fork

These are a pair of formed, welded,
stylized, and very interesting things
created by Norm

Charlie’s tongs ..made from a single
link from the large chain that is rusting away just outside the club door
in Luxton

Pair of lockback folders
with Turkish Damascus
blades by Dennis
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From the PABA newsletter April 2010
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From Iforge on anvilfire.com
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Vancouver Island Blacksmith Association
Membership Application
Name: ______________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: __________ Prov./State: __________
Post/Zip Code: _______________________
Email: ______________________________
Phone: (_____) _______________________
Fax: (_____) _________________________
Are you a: New Member [ ]

Renewal [ ]

[ ] Regular Membership $30.00 Annually
[ ] Contributory Member $100.00 Annually
Members are required to sign a Liability Waiver
Make cheques or money orders payable to:
Vancouver Island Blacksmith Assoc. (VIBA)
1040 Marwood Avenue
Victoria, BC CANADA
V9C 3C4

Artist Blacksmiths Assoc. of North America
Membership Application
Name: ________________________________
Address: ______________________________
City: ______________ State/Prov.: _______
Zip/Postal Code: _______________________
Phone: (_____) ________________________
Fax: (_____) __________________________
[ ] Full Time Student……….........….$35./year
[ ] Regular Membership….........…….$45./year
[ ] Senior Citizen (age 65+)…........…$40./year
[ ] Overseas Surface Mail….......……$60./year
[ ] Oversea Air Mail............................$80./year
[ ] Contributory Membership............$100./year
[ ] Public Library Subscription...........$35./year

Credit Card Payment
Card No. _______________________
[ ] Visa
[ ] Mastercard
Expiry Date: ____________________
Signature: ______________________
by Phone: 703-680-1632
Mail: ABANA, 15754 Widewater Dr
Dumfries, VA, USA, 22025-1212
Email: abana@abana.org

VIBA Memorial plaque with the most recent
additions
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